
 

 

 

THE PORTFOLIO AS A POSSIBLE MEANS OF SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

 

FILM: ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST 

 

 

Aims:  

In these lessons, but mainly at home you have to compile a portfolio on the film Once Upon a Time in 

the West. Most tasks are expected to be done on your own; however there are exceptions, which are 

either for pair or group work. Be prepared to use printed or electronic resource materials in both 

English and your mother tongue. Do not forget to give the resource of any material you use in the 

portfolio. In the end, you have to show your portfolio to your class and your teacher, who will 

evaluate your work.   

 

 Task 1 

Warming-up task: Have you ever seen or compile a portfolio? Give details in case of a 

positive answer. In case of a negative answer, go to task 2. If you are familiar with the 

requirements of a portfolio, switch to task 4. 

 

 Task 2 

Define the possible meanings of the word ‘portfolio’ in small groups with the help of different 

monolingual dictionaries or using the Internet. Be prepared to give your definitions in class 

work.  

 

 Task 3 

In groups collect the advantages and disadvantages of making a portfolio concerning the 

efficiency of your own learning procedure. T then listens to the definitions in class work.  

 

Possible follow-up:  

 

 You may be asked to make your own Power Point presentation on ‘portfolio’. You may 

volunteer the task as well. 

 

 Task 4 

With the help of two Task Sheets and three Resource Sheets you have to compile a portfolio 

of your own. Some of the tasks may be done in a lesson, others are definitely meant to be 

done at home in the form of individual work. Follow your teacher’s instructions. 

 

Task Sheet 1 (Portfolio Part 1) Treasure Hunting 



 

 

 

Question 1: Choose the definition of the word ‘western’ that you like the most from the ones 

that are taken from different monolingual dictionaries. Give reasons for your choice.  

 

Question 2: Which westerns of the most famous ones have you seen? 

 

Question 3: Have you seen any Italian westerns? Which ones? 

 

Question 4: By whom and when was the first spaghetti western directed, and what was the 

title of the film? 

 

Question 5: Find an American actor, who became famous by acting in a spaghetti western. 

 

Question 6: Look at Resource Handout 3. Choose the actor(s) who did not play in Once Upon 

a Time in the West. Can you name them? 

 

Question 7: What is the title of the mafia film Sergio Leone directed? 

 

Question 8: What is the title of the western Clint Eastwood directed? 

 

Question 9: What is the name of the actor who plays the opponent of Clint Eastwood in the 

above western? 

 

Question 10: How many Oscars did he win with this film? 

 

Question 11: Why is the above mentioned film believed to be the last western? Do you agree? 

 

Question 12: The photo of Henry Fonda (Resource Handout 3) shows him in a film the title of 

which is not on the handout. Do you happen to recognize it? What is the title of the film? 

 

Resource Handouts (1-3) accompanying Task Sheet 1 (preferably in photocopied 

version) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Resource Handout 1 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Resource Handout 2 

 

 



 

 

Resource Handout 3 

 

 

 



 

 

 Task 5 

Task Sheet 2 (Portfolio Part 2)  

The following tasks have to be done at home doing individual research work. Do not forget to 

indicate the resources. 

 

Portfolio Task 1: Design a cover page to your portfolio on Once Upon a Time in the West.  

 

Portfolio Task 2: Find a short biography a) of the director, Sergio Leone and b) the 

actors/actresses in the main roles of the film Once Upon a Time in the West.  

  

Optional task: Who is your favourite actor? Give reasons in a few sentences. 

 

Portfolio Task 3: Collect at least ten opinions about the film.  

 

Optional Task: Highlight the ones that you agree with and the ones that you disagree with. 

 

Portfolio Task 4: Find a review of the film and comment on it in a few sentences. Add 

whether you agree or not.  

 

Portfolio Task 5: Give a short historical background of the era shown in the film. 

 

Portfolio Task 6: Write an essay of about 250 words on how the ‘American Dream’ is 

reflected in the lives of the main characters. In the first paragraph clarify what ‘American 

Dream’ is.  

 

Portfolio Task 7: Show the main differences between Once Upon a Time in the West and the 

features that a classical western can be described by. 

 

Portfolio Task 8: How would you describe your emotional involvement and its changes in the 

course of the film? Write a short report on it of about 120-150 words. 

 

Optional task:  

Choose one of the following tasks, or do some research on any other topic you are particularly 

interested in concerning this film. 

 

Suggested tasks: 

 

 1. The soundtrack of Once Upon a Time in the West. (A short essay of about 150 words) 

 



 

 

 2. On the basis of a review and the trailer of the latest western (True Grit, feature film 

2010. directed by Ethan Coen, Joel Coen, cast: Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon, Hailee Steinfield 

etc) argue why you would or would not like to see it. In case you have seen the film, give the 

reasons that made you see it and give your opinion about it. 

 

 3. Make a collection of the westerns that have been released since 1990. Indicate the name 

of the director and the time of the release. Choose one and prepare a short presentation on the 

plot. Present your summary in one of the lessons. 

 

 4. Find the trailers of the westerns released in the past 6 years, and having seen them 

choose the most convincing one. Give reasons for your choice. 

 

 5. Write a scene to Once Upon a Time in the West, which - for some reason – was left out 

from the final version. Prepare the performance of the scene then act it out. Also say why it 

was cut out. 

 

 Task 6 

Consider and answer the following questions related to your own portfolio. Answer these 

questions on a separate paper. 

 

Which task did you enjoy the most? Why? 

Which task did you find the most tiresome and why? 

What have you learnt about westerns? 

What have you learnt about Once Upon a Time in the West? 

Do you think the film was worth seeing? Why? Why not? 

Who would you recommend this film to? 

Regarding your language skills which ones have been practised the most extensively? 

What words or expressions have you learnt?  

 

 Task 7 

Share your answers to the reflective questions on your portfolio with your classmates in a 

lesson. 

 

 Task 8 

Present your optionally chosen topic to the class.  


